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Motivation and scope

Recent processor architectures consist many parallel cores. These chips with high computa-

tional capacity are common and also the building blocks of current scientific and industrial

supercomputers. The theoretical computational power reached 1 Tera-FLOPS/chip, but

the utilization of such processors can be just 10-15% in a real-life application. The common

reason is the difference between the memory bandwidth and the computational capacity

of the processor. The speed of computation is not limited by the processing elements (PE),

rather the memory bandwidth, which becomes a kind of wall between the processor and the

memory [R1]. This effect is getting stronger because the computational capacity increases

faster than the memory bandwidth. Several projects aim for a solution to the memory

wall [R2] from these approaches I prefer the integration of memory with the processor

array with 3D chip technology [R3, R4]. Memory interface is not only a speed limiting

factor, it also increases the power consumption thus the optimized usage of these interfaces

becomes important for economical and green computing reasons too.

Memory access optimization means the local memory (cache) handling methods of the

processor, which decreases the number of transfers from/to the slow off-chip memory,

and includes also the methods, which support the utilization of available off-chip memory

bandwidth. The number of data transfers can be decreased by the on-chip cache, if a data

element can be reused during the computation. The utilization of available off-chip me-

mory bandwidth can be increased by optimized memory access patterns. For the current

DRAM technology the serial access pattern is the most appropriate thus it is beneficial to

organize the input data to reach serial access patterns during the computation. The task

becomes more complex when the input problem is distributed among multiple processor

chips. In this case, the inter-processor communication comes into the scene, which has to
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be considered to reach the best possible performance.

Classical distribution approaches consider only the interprocessor communication and

identical part sizes. The elementary operators inside a task define a graph, where the

nodes represent elementary operators, and the edges describe data dependencies. At this

point, we reach the graph partitioning problem, which aims for identically sized subgraphs

with minimal edge cut (communication need). The optimization of memory access is done

by a node ordering algorithm, which increases data locality after the partitioning phase.

Data locality maximization leads to the Matrix Bandwidth Minimization problem in which

a matrix is transformed into a narrow banded form. Unfortunately, Graph Partitioning

and Matrix Bandwidth Minimization are NP-complete [R5, R6] thus an optimal solution

can not be obtained in polinomial time assuming P!=NP. Thanks to many successful re-

search attempts there are several good heuristics to handle these problems. Because data

locality becomes more and more important, a question arises: Should we consider data

locality at the partitioning phase?

The primary goal of this dissertation is to investigate the connections between the par-

titions and the reachable data locality, and based on this knowledge, construct methods

which can consider data locality and inter-processor communication at the same time.

This approach can ensure better processor utilization and evade the wasting of resources.

Parallelization and better memory bandwidth utilization require the solution of complex

optimization tasks. Surely we do not want to spend much time with these optimization

tasks. Novel efficient heuristics are often called metaheuristics which mean these methods

are not simple task-specific heuristics, there is something ’more’. The possible solutions of

a CO problem define a solution space. Metaheuristics provide dimension reduction (multi-

level) or scouting techniques in the solution space (gradient, variable neighborhood search,

simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, etc.) which description is task-independent [R7,

R8]. In the case of graph partitioning, the dimension reduction methods are the most

effective [R9], while for the matrix bandwidth minimization task-specific heuristics are

used [R10, R11].

The second part of this dissertation makes an attempt to find new possibilities in dimension

reduction, not limited to the graph partitioning problem.
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Methods and tools

Most of the experiments were implemented in own-written C++ environments which were

created in Microsoft Visual Studio 2008/2012 development tools. Matlab 2008 was also

applied for developing test scripts. Graphical User Interfaces were developed with Win-

dows Forms technology. Standard file formats (.msh) were used for data transfers between

the own-written and third party software elements. Gmsh [R12], an open-source mesh ge-

neration and partitioner tool was used for mesh generation and visualization of the results.

I chose METIS [R13] and SCOTCH [R14] for deeper analysis from the available mesh par-

titioning tools METIS, CHACO, SCOTCH, JOSTLE, and PARTY [R15]. I used METIS

as reference solver in performance comparisons.

A dataflow architecture for unstructured mesh computations was analysed on an Alpha-

Data ADM-XRC-6T1 reconfigurable development system. Further memory interface tests

were made on a Xilinx Zedboard developer board, which consists a Xilinx Zinq SoC proces-

sor. This environment has an embedded FPGA, which was programmed with the Vivado

HLS 14.4 toolchain.

The performance comparison of the generalized method for applicable partial solution

generation was evaluated on two scientific benchmarks TSPlib [R16] and SOPlib [R17].

DPSO [R18] was used as reference solver which is one of the best available metaheuristic

solutions for SOP.

During my research, I made most of the time experimental analysis but for some special

cases, I have proved some simple theorems too.
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2.1. New scientific results

1. Thesis Group: Joint handling of memory access and inter-processor

communication in mesh partitioning.

Related publications: [J1, C1, C2, C3, C4]

The available mesh partitioning tools do not consider data locality of the output submes-

hes directly, however, this is crucial in memory access optimization. Partitioning packages

provide data locality improvement inside the submeshes. The achievable data locality is

defined by the submeshes thus partitioning has major effect on data locality.

My goal is to create a partitioning scheme in which a limit can be defined on data loca-

lity which limit depends on the physical parameters of a processor architecture (on-chip

memory size). This requirement appeared in the FPGA realizations of Dataflow Machi-

nes. These architectures were found to be the most power-efficient in the case of explicit

numerical approximation of partial differential equations [R19, J1]. The success of these

processors is based on the perfect caching mechanism which works with zero cache-miss.

However, the input data stream can not exceed a data locality limit. Partitions which

are optimized for inter-processor communication often have to be modified to fit the data

locality limit, which modifications degrade the quality of inter-processor communication.

The connections between the two optimization goals become important to analyze.

1.1. I showed that the minimization of inter-processor communication and

the maximization of data locality are conflicting goals, thus, data locality also

must be considered in mesh partitioning. I have experimentally proved that

with minimal inter-processor communication growth (<1%), data locality can

be increased significantly (>30%).

The optimal ordering of the mesh is necessary for the determination of graph bandwidth

which is the indicator of data locality. The corresponding problem is known to be NP-hard,

so there is no efficient way to generate the optimal ordering. Empirical and theoretical in-

vestigations gave some relations which make the comparison of graph bandwidth of graphs

possible. The basic connections were already known, for instance, the connection between

the graph diameter and graph bandwidth on which the CM [R10] and GPS [R11] met-

hods are grounded. On the side of inter-processor communication, it was known that the
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good partitions consist sphere-like submeshes because this geometry has the smallest sur-

face (edge-cut). I have just connected the results of the two optimization problems.

Data locality can be improved optionally with the increase of inter-processor communica-

tion. If we have more processors than the chromatic number of the graph, and the graph

is partitioned according to the color classes, all data dependencies become inter-processor

communication. Conversely, the inter-processor communication can not be decreased under

a limit (minimal edge-cut partitioning) with more processors or with worse data locality.

Here, the extreme case is when only one processor takes part in the computation, and

there is no inter-processor communication. Experimental results showed that partitioning

has a major impact on data locality. With the same number of processors for multiple

mesh instances, only 0,002 growth in the communication to computation ratio was enough

to increase data locality by 30-40%.

1.2. I experimentally showed that if the boundary node set of the mesh is

known, the deepest levels of the breadth-first search tree started from this set

defines a critical region which has to be cut by a separator to reach better data

locality. I also gave a partitioning method which cuts these regions and reaches

30-40% better data locality than METIS in the case of bipartitioning at the

expense of inter-processor communication.

In many applications like spatial meshes of PDE approximations, the boundary node set

is known (boundary conditions). If a breadth-first search is started from this node set,

the search tree defines a depth-level structure (DLS), in which the deepest levels contain

nodes which have the largest distance from the surface. DLS structure shows the regions

where the center points of the largest spheres reside. The best separators for data locality

have to cut these spheres.

The measurement of data locality was performed by the GPS method which is a fast and

efficient mesh reordering heuristic.

1.3. I gave an extension of the graph partitioning problem (Bandwidth-

Limited Partitioning) which consists the joint handling of inter-processor com-

munication and data locality and also optimizes the number of utilized pro-

cessors. I proved that the solutions of BLP are better for the FPGA-based

dataflow architectures than the solutions of the original problem.
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In our case, the goal of graph partitioning is to define a distribution of tasks defined by the

graph which distribution leads to the fastest running time. For dataflow machines beyond

uniform size and minimal edge-cut, more factors have to be considered.

1. Definition (Bandwidth-Limited Partitioning). Given a graph G(V,E), with ver-

tex set V (|V | = n) and edge set E. BW Bound, COMM Bound and K are given para-

meters. A partition Q = {P1, P2, .., Pk} is needed which maximizes the number of parts k

considering the following conditions:

Let Out(Pi) denotes the set of outgoing edges of Pi.

k ≤ K (2.1)

max
i

{
|Out(Pi)|
|Pi|

}
≤ COMM Bound (2.2)

max
i
{2 ·Bfi(Pi) + 1} ≤ BW Bound (2.3)

|Pi| ≈
n

k
∀i (2.4)

Bounds on inter-processor communication (2.2) and data locality (2.3) provide the desired

efficiency. Size balance is described by equation (2.4).

Because of the constrained nature of BLP, it is possible that there is no solution. In the

case when BLP has no solution, one of the bounds must be relaxed to a higher value.

The limit on communication to computation ratio COMM R defines the point where the

importance of inter-processor communication and data locality are equal. COMM R also

limits the number of processors, because the communication to computation ratio becomes

larger with more submeshes.

1.4. I developed a Gibbs Pole Stockmeyer (GPS)-based algorithm (AM1)

which creates bandwidth-limited partitioning without optimization of the pro-

cessor number (partial BLP).

The method extends the GPS reordering mechanism with a proper graph bandwidth est-

imation. If the bandwidth need of the already labeled part of the mesh reaches the graph
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bandwidth limit, the algorithm initiates a new part until the whole mesh is partitioned [J1].

1.5. I gave a near-optimal complete BLP solution for all rectangular 2-3D

structured grids with grid-type BLP partitioning.

The experiences with rectangular structured meshes gave deeper understanding of the

BLP task.

Grid-type partition of an a× b mesh is a ga× gb grid of uniform a
ga
× b

gb
submeshes. In the

case of grid-type partitioning the inequalities of BLP take a verifiable form (2.5), where

sa =
⌊

a
ga

⌋
, sb =

⌊
b
gb

⌋
and Sa =

⌈
a
ga

⌉
, Sb =

⌈
b
gb

⌉
denote the possible sizes of the sides. In

|Out(Pi)| only the non-boundary sides are accounted, each side is multiplied by {0, 1, 2}.

Let ma,mb denote the maximum side multipliers.

2 ·min {Sa, Sb}+ 1 ≤ BW Bound

ma · sa + mb · sb
sa · sb

≤ COMM Bound
(2.5)

Because ga x gb has to be smaller than K, the number of possible partitions is defined

by (2.6) which is small enough to use exhaustive search to find the best grid-type BLP

partition. In 3D the method is still viable, because there ga x gb x gc has to be smaller

than K which gives only a harmonic multiplier to (2.6).

K −
⌊
K

2

⌋
+

bK/2c∑
i=1

⌊
K

i

⌋
(2.6)

The best grid-type solution is not necessarily optimal. There are counter examples, where

ga is not the divisor of a or gb is not the divisor of b. In these cases, there is a better

BLP partition which is not grid-type.

1.6. I developed a METIS-AM1 hybrid method for unstructured mesh

partitioning.

Since the inter-processor communication can not be decreased except with reduced

number of processors, it is not surprising that the bound on it limits the number of

utilized processors (k). Many decades of research has been made to handle inter-processor

communication. If a k-way METIS partition does not fit the communication bound, it is
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not probable that there is a k+1-way partition which fulfills this requirement. The base

idea of the METIS-AM1 hybrid is to use METIS to define k. Recursive bisections are

performed until the bound is not reached, and between the last two steps interval halving

determinates the largest k for which the k-way METIS partition fits the inter-processor

communication bound. For each part in the k-way METIS partition, AM1 is applied.

2. Thesis Group: Applicable Partial Solution Generation for Fast-

response Combinatorial Optimization.

Related publications: [C5]

Solution time of a combinatorial optimization task mainly depends on the number of

decision variables, in other words, it depends on the dimension of the solution space.

Applicable partial solution generation (APSG) is a possible way for dimension reduction.

A partial solution is created as partial output in constrained time. While the partial

solution is applied, the optimization of the remaining part is continued. The time need of

partial solution generation defines response time of the solver because the utilization of

the solution can be started. Because of the NP-hard nature of many CO problems, the

most efficient solvers are heuristics which search for solutions in an exponentially growing

solution space. The quality of solutions depends on the available time for the search, thus,

the response time of the optimizer and solution quality are conflicting. Applicable partial

solution generation provides a better trade-off between optimization time and quality

because it makes possible to restrict response time only for a subset of decision variables

instead of the termination of the whole optimization process when the required response

time is reached. Because multi-level methods could provide fast partitioning, the results

of this thesis group are not applied to the acceleration of BLP. However, it is useful for

other CO applications.

2.1 I gave a metaheuristic framework for applicable partial solution

generation (Variable Subset Merger - VSM). I showed the advantages and

weak points of VSM on the Sequential Ordering Poblem (SOP), the Disk

Scheduling Problem (DSP) and the Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP).
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I gave the basic subordinate heuristics and a hybridization method which

improves the solutions of real-time algorithms.

Variable Subset Merger (VSM) describes the extension of multiple subset solutions until

they form a complete solution. During the VSM process, each subset has one free decision

variable and has fixed assignments for the rest of variables in it.

VSM can be used for optimization problems, where a partial solution has utilizable

meaning, and response time of the optimizer is important. If the existence of a feasible

solution cannot be efficiently checked (GAP example), the constraints must be seen as

soft constraints. Otherwise, validation procedures can be defined to ensure feasibility

(SOP example). The compulsory validation of an intermediate partial solution is the only

factor that limits the usage of applicable partial solution generation, and this limitation

is independent of VSM.

The results on SOPLIB benchmark indicate that VSM can support real-time handling of

large combinatorial optimization problems.

The metaheuristic formulation makes the hybridization simple with the best-known

real-time and not real-time methods. The solutions of best real-time heuristics can be

further optimized with the same response time, and VSM makes the use of not real-time

heuristics possible in real-time systems.

2.2 I experimentally proved that the possibility of subset selection improves

the solutions of the subproblem solving heuristic. VSM-Ploss subproblem se-

lection outperforms the constant selection with 7.5% on TSPLIB (n=71..280)

and 26% on SOPLIB (n=200..700) respectively.

Measurements on SOPLIB instances confirm that VSM-Ploss selection (VSM-SOP) can

provide better quality solutions than the VSM-Const. VSM-SOP provides 26% better

solutions on these larger instances. In the VSM concept, I want to define good strategies

for subproblem selection and decisions, which do not lead to bad quality solutions. Results

of VSM-SOP shows that it is possible to create more efficient heuristics for the generation

of fixed partial solutions by using VSM.

2.3 I experimentally proved that VSM-SOP is the most efficient solver if

SOP represents minimal time task scheduling and the running time of the
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optimizer is also counted in the cost. For the SOPLIB bechmark VSM-SOP

outperforms DPSO if the average time need of a task is less than 1-20 seconds.

VSM is presented to give applicable partial solutions fast in a hybrid optimizer. However,

there are situations where VSM can provide best solutions alone. If the objective function

is time, the optimizer running time becomes an additional cost. For the largest SOPLIB

instance with 700 variables, VSM-SOP provides a solution with only 5% cost difference

from the best available solution obtained in 364 seconds by DPSO. Assuming a 700 seconds

solution with DPSO, it results in a 735 seconds solution with VSM-SOP, while the response

time is 320 seconds faster, thus, the overall time of operations with optimization would be

285 seconds faster. It means more than 25% speedup and nine times faster response.

(DPSO resp1− V SM SOP resp1) = (V SM SOP −DPSO) · C

oper avg =
1

n
· C ·DPSO

(2.7)

Assume that SOPLIB instances describe time minimization problems. Let C denote

Figure 2.1. Comparison of operations with optimization performance on SOPLIB instan-
ces. Time exchange factor C is defined at the point where the two approaches have similar
overall time need.

the exchange factor between the costs of SOPLIB solutions and execution times of the

corresponding rountrips1. In Eq. (2.7) C is given at the point where operations with

optimization cost is equal for VSM-SOP and DPSO (Fig. 2.1). With this C the average

operation time cost can be obtained. If the average operation time cost is smaller than

oper avg in Eq. (2.7), VSM-SOP provides better operations with optimization cost.

1SOP is an asymmetric TSP with precedence constraints
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Applicability of the results

Results of the first thesis group support the usage of dataflow machines in mesh com-

puting. The AM1 algorithm provides access patterns with constrained data locality. The

optimized and bounded access patterns are essential for dataflow machines and enables

them to handle larger meshes. AM1 improves the applicability of 1-chip dataflow machi-

nes. The second part of the first thesis group provides techniques to create data locality

bounded mesh partitioning. Multi-chip dataflow architectures were known for structured

grids, but the definition of the corresponding partitioning problem (BLP) and solvers for

the unstructured case were not given earlier.

BLP partitioning is essential for dataflow machines but has an impact on other architec-

tures too when a submesh that is given for one chip is large enough (>300k nodes). For

small submeshes, the minimization of inter-processor communication is more important

than data locality. However, processor chips have more and more processing capability

and off-chip DRAM, which trend makes BLP possibly important for other architectures

as well. The results of the first thesis group could also be used for the determination of

optimal processor number before partitioning which optimization evades the wasting of

resources.

The second thesis group gives methods for response time reduction with applicable partial

solution generation in combinatorial optimization. It is useful for CO problems, where a

partial solution has utilizable meaning, and response time of the optimizer is important.

The metaheuristic formulation makes the hybridization easy with the best-known real-

time and not real-time methods. The solutions of best real-time heuristics can be further

optimized with the same response time, and VSM makes the use of not real-time heuris-

tics possible in real-time systems. The method without hybridization has been found to
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be effective for task scheduling when hundreds of short (1-20 sec) tasks with precedence

constraints are given.
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